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Commercial ExaScale Systems:
More than 1000x PetaScale










TeraScale, Multi-GPU & PetaScale systems with more than 10,000 cores are
hard to correctly program for many scientific and commercial uses.
ExaScale systems with millions of cores will generally not be efficiently and
correctly used at affordable software development costs.
Ideally ExaScale is achieved with less than 1,000 cores
(more on how this is done later).
We believe the core architecture for ExaScale should be very different
than conventional cores such as X86-64, Power, “Knight’s Landing”, ARM,
GPU, FPGA, neural networks or hybrids thereof.
Innovation must begin with the core.

Commercial ExaScale Systems
Should Devise Their Own Programs










Goal-Directed
Inference Chains
Numerical Operation
Clusters
Global, Dynamic
Knowledge Database

ExaScale foundation must be a dynamic knowledge database from which the
machine chains triggered inferences toward the desired goals.
Dynamic inference chaining toward goals triggers subsidiary but “heavy”
numerical processing (more conventional supercomputing).
Need to integrate within each core instruction FLOPS with IPS (inferences per
second), operating on global, dynamic databases.
Resulting programs and outcomes must be provably correct (perhaps not
unique) goal satisfaction or demonstrate a null solution to the human inquisitor.
Computer becomes a co-investigator.

Require Dynamic Load
Balancing & Single Object Space










Database, FLOP and Inference partitioning followed by ~ATCA Prototype
load balancing must be dynamic and highly efficient.
Smaller computing granularity implies greater dynamic
parallelism (good) but more difficult load balancing.
A single global object space is sought in which computations
(inferences and numerics) are first class objects.
Very short core cycle times are incompatible with
strongly coherent shared memory (cores would wait & wait).
Innovation follows with a unique system architecture.

~PetaFLOP and ~PetaIPS Cores
are Impractical with CMOS








Superconductors, coherent electro-optics and suitable cooling
enable cycle times in the fractional TeraHz range as well as a
~PetaFLOP processor cores at reasonable energy levels (K watts).
Novel approaches to thermodynamics avoid dewars of liquid gases
or mechanical coolers (very awkward and unreliable in volume).
Conventional dewar and mechanical
cooler for one CPU at 1.5 watt ->
Superconductors and other logic with Ft greater
than 750 GHz require building a 300mm production
fab in Groningen, not a third party effort (foundry).

Fractional TeraHertz Cycle
Times Are Incompatible with
Conventional Clocking






Asynchronous (clock-less) logic avoids the jitter and skew issues with
clocks in the TeraHertz range (daunting / impossible) but can pose metastability issues (logic hangs) and other issues.
Working with asynchronous, magnetic pulse logic on a large scale with a
small team requires drastic innovations in the design tools and design flow.
We use VHDL derivative to describe behavior followed by
high level behavioral synthesis (correct by construction).
This allows synthesis of conventional CMOS (low speed) and maximum
speed systems from the same behavioral specification (family).

Fault Tolerance and
Intrinsic Cyber Security











Large scale systems require fault tolerance at telecommunication system
reliability standards with radical technology and less than 100 racks.
Previous EU Frame efforts targeting space (Amatista) informed FTL Systems
on automated techniques for achieving fault tolerance.
Most commercial enterprises are intensely concern about cyber security for
their information and their customer's information.
Concentration of information implies the need for strong security.
Quantum entanglement techniques at the lowest hardware through system
levels address the need for strong information and resource security.
Science has a need to protect information from those who disagree.

Many Unusual
Technologies Must
Consistently Co-Operate






Radically different, commercially
practical ExaScale systems
require that many different
technologies must come together
from a single, co-located team.
Contracting among many distributed vendors and subcontractors
drastically inhibits the ability for radical solutions (such as US
Government projects).
FTL Systems B.V. is strictly commercial, EurAsian

Commercially mainstreaming
Made-in-Europe ExaScale systems










Historically most high-end processors were designed in the US with
institutionally entrench barriers to high-end commercial competition.
The Netherlands, Germany, Europe and Asia now have all of the supply
chain needed for a leading-edge design, chip fab and system house.
Dutch / German and European designers are clearly willing and capable
of pursuing highly radically, creative design approaches.
The 500M to 1B EUR capital cost required reaching out to the Mid-East
and Asia even for a team with a strong track record of leadership at FTL
Systems, IBM, Cray, Sun, HP, NGC and others.
In Groningen, NL we found the external infrastructure, culture and cost
structure key to making a long term corporate success.

The Future…









FTL Systems merges cybernetic intelligence and numerical power
at ExaScale to meet needs of commerce and science.
This a step toward realizing Singularity.
Singularity is a term for the merging of human and machine so as
to enhance humanity's capability for creativity and scientific
discovery. It goes beyond “artificial intelligence”.
There are many steps to make our ExaScale capability self-mobile,
autonomous and in a few decades, self aware for good.
Join us in making Singularity a positive step for humanity…
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Currently we work with entertainment, business, corporate security and engineering.



We seek application partners in scientific or commercial domains.

